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8a. NAME OF FUNDING/SPONSORING ORGANIZATION
Office of Naval Researc This report describes a computer-based instructional system, the Story Problem Solver (SPS). SPS provides students with instruction about the semantic structure of story problems. It was developed to test a specific schema theory of knowledge organization in long-term memory. For this reason SPS depends explicitly upon a theory of the relationship betieen the form of instruction and the memory structures that develop as a result. In this report we describe the schema theory underlying SPS, the design of SPS with respect to the theory, and the system's operational features.
The report concludes with a Short description of ongoing extensions to the basic instructional program. organization of information in long-term memory. The instructional design derives from the theory of schema acquisition and storage described in Marshall (1988a) . According to the theory there are four components or types of knowledge involved in the development of a schema: feature recognition, constraint mapping, planning/goal setting, and implementation. This architecture derives from that described in Marshall et al. (1987) .
Under the theory each component develops in long-term memory as a network of nodes, representing bits of information, and links between nodes, representing memory connections among them. The presence of a particular node in a network indicates that the information it represents has been learned and can be retrieved nom memory. The links to other nodes provide access to the information stored in them. A node that is isolated from others is of little use because it is accessed only on rare occasions, but a node linked to many others is accessed and used frequently. Thus, a critical element of learning is the connection of any new information to previously learned information.
The networks comprising schemas intertwine on several levels. First, within a single schema, there are connections from nodes of one component to other nodes in that component and also to nodes in other components. Second, the components of a schema are themselves linked, so that access to the information associated with one component will allow access to information associated with the other components Finally, schemas are linked to each whet within domains. At an abstract level of thinking about tne whole domain one should have ready access from one schema to another.
-
The Domain Marshall (1985) found that arithmetic story problems can be categorized by five distinct profiles:
Change, Group, Compare, Restate, and Vary.' These profiles describe the semantic relations found in story problems and together comprise the common domain of story problems.
I That: were previousl) called Change, Combine, ('umlaut, 1f,141.401111, anti Var) in Marshall (1485) and Marshall el al (1467) . the 11411111:b of the tategorwa were muddier ,o a result of empirical mt., with 'ouch:lit, "COMOIOC" suggested 1111; operation Of atichtion to students and was changed to "Group" to .!told Ow operational i.onitttion [he lahul of "Transform" w.o difficult for students 10 understood and %cos changed to 414;stittu" The lahel, di:m.1'0)4.AI hurl. hate Nun tibud mutt:v;(01y wills several groups of student, and are apparently easily untfurstood 1 Each polite represents a pal ticulai relation that occurs in story foam, and the story line is woven around the relation. Ordinarily one or more of the features that define the relation is unknown.
The advantages of categorizing the domain by semantic relation are (I) only a limited !umbel are needed, (2) the relations are simple situations, deriving from individuals' expel iences in daily life and easily understood even by young children, and (3) they may be combined to form complex problems reflective of situations that occur in reality. Thus, they may be used as a basis of instruction for learners of all ages.
The five semantic profiles have been described in detail elsewhere ani will not be discussed at length here (c.f. Marshall et al., 1987) . Table I contains examples of profiles in simple situations, in simple problems, and in complex problems. These ale typical of the situations and problems encountered by students who use SPS.
In developing the instructional programs described here we found it necessary to reevaluate the Compare profile and the way its accompanying semantic relation is used in a story problem. The Compare profile describes the semantic relation in which two entities are examined for the purpose of deciding their relative size. As such, it requires no arithmetic computation. It does, however, require sufficient number sense to recognize when one number is large' or smaller than another. In its simplest form, the Compare relation seems almost trivial:
(I) Here are two numbers, 23 and 29. Which is larger?
The complexity of the profile and the semantic component come into play when the student must interpret the descriptive statements linking the two numbers. COMPARE: On a recent expedition two members of the hiking club climbed 5000 feet on one day and 6000 feet on the second day. They climbed further on the second day.
RESTATE: Mary budgets her money carefully. She allows herself to spend 15 peicent of her weekly income on fun things like going to the movies or stopping for ice cream. Last week she earned $120, so she had $18 for fun things.
VARY:
Mr. Borg's car can travel 20 miles on each gallon of gas that it uses. Since he knew that he would be driving 300 miles over the weekend, he figured tint he would have to buy 15 gallons of gas for his weekend driving.
B. Simple Problems
CHANGE: Janine had 173 matchbook covers in her collection. Her aunt sent some more to her. She now has 241 matchbook covers. How many did her aunt send to her?
GROUP:
Last week the Martin family took their used bottles, cans, and newspapers to the River City Recycling Center. They found that they had accumulated in one year 25 pounds of bottles, 12 pounds of cans, and 50 pounds of newspapers. In the college football stadium there ale 28 sections of seats. The stadium has a total of 2128 seats. If each section holds the same number of seats, how many seats are in each one?
C. Multi-Step Problems 1. Joe won $100 in the state lottery. He spent some of it on toys for his children. He bought a doll for Sue that cost $25 and a stuffed bear for Ellen that cost $35. How much money did he have left over after he bought the toys?
2. The electric company charges $.18 for every 3 kilowatt hours of power used. For the month of August Terry was billed for 2b1 kilowatt hours of electricity. During the same month his natural gas bill was $9.45. Which was higher for the month of August, his electric bill or his gas bill?
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
SPS focuses on these five profiles. At the end of instruction a student should be able to:
* Recognize the profile(s) in a story problem. * Check that a problem has the required elements of the chosen profile(s).
* Design a solution strategy using profile information. * Select the correct arithmetic operation(s).
SPS guides the student's knowledge development and organization according to the schema theory described above. Our intentic is for the student to develop a separate schema, consisting of all four components, for each of the five profiles. SPS is designed for use by young adults under the assumption that this population shares a body of common knowledge and interests. The subject matter of examples and problems reflects this assumption.
Much of the instruction about the semantic profiles is direct. Because the targeted population is adult, it is possible to present extended instruction that would overtax the attention and working memory constraints of young children. SPS does not expect students to form appropriate schemas by trial and error. Its users are not being introduced to stor', problems for the first time. They have had a great deal of experience with them and typically nave developed poor or incomplete strategies for solving them (evidenced by a lack of success on performance measures). SPS explains directly how and why its organization of knowledge is beneficial. It peir.is out the advantage of using the profiles to understand and solve the problems.
SPS prefaces its instruction by drawing an analogy between understanding a story problem and understanding the real world situation of going to a restaurant. The purpose of the restaurant example and the discussion about how individuals recognize and use knowledge about restaurants is to alert students to the need for many kinds of knowledge and for many links among them. The example demonstrates how various features of the situation are used by an individual to interpret the particular instance (e.g., what makes it a restaurant and not a theatre) and to guide the individual in that setting (e.g., how to order from a menu, how to pay the bill). SPS explains that understanding and interpreting the situation in a story problem can work in the same way. Important features need to be recognized and evaluated before an arithmetic operation can be selected.
SPS addresses each of the four components of schema knowledge for every semantic profile. The student is encouraged to build a cohesive memory structure to link together all of the information that is appropriate to the profile. To do this, SPS isolates the components and focuses upon the elements of each one. It also gives the student experience i . linking the components and in using two or more of them in answering questions. SPS does this in part by example and in part by asking questions relating to components and linkages. For each component of a schema --feature recognition, constraint mapping, goal setting, and implementation SPS uses the principles guiding its instruction in specific ways. These adaptations are described in the following sections.
Feature Recognition Instruction
The feature recognition component of a schema contains the information needed to recognize that the schema fits the problem at hand. SPS's discussion of feature recognition helps the student formulate the generic case of which any problem is a special instance. The goal of feature recognition instruction is to provide a verbal label, a general description, and a simple pictorial representation for each of the five profiles. Instruction begins by using simple examples of each profile. We found in our pilot studies that students were better able to discriminate among the profiles when the initial instruction about each I one was brief and when all five were discussed together. This contrasted with ability to discriminate the profiles having had a sequential, detailed description of each one (see Appendix A). Therefore, SPS begins the instruction with an overview and general discussion of all five schemas and how they differ from each other.
SPS introduces the profiles within the common theme of a Hawaiian vacation. The situations in which the profiles are found describe activities such as buying clothes, st. 'ng, and fishing. As noted above, we selected stories that should be of interest to our young adult str.dents.
The SPS system uses situations instead of problems when introducing the five profiles. Situations are defined as complete stories with no missing information; problems have one or more unknowns. We focused on complete situations for two reasons. The first is logical consistency. Situations contain all parts of the profile and therefore help students understand each part in relation to the whole. Feature recognition involves all parts of the situation, but any specific problem leaves some parts out. That's what makes it a problem. To teadi feature recognition, the whole situation is appropriate.
The second reason for using situations is the nature of the subject population. Most students appear to have strongly ingrained and often erroneous problem-solving strategies, and they ,end to begin using them as soon as a problem is presented, often without comprehending the entire problem. This tendency interferes with the goals of SPS. SPS urges the student to understand the structure of the problem before attempting computations.
if there is no problem and no unknowns, there is no computation to be made, and the student's attention can be directed to the profile structure. SPS equips the student with specific clues for identifying each semantic profile. For example, the student learns that in the Change situation there are three different amounts the beginning amount, the amount of change, and the resulting amount --and that the change occurs over time. Other clues about Change are introduced in such a way that the student should easily associate them with earlier ones.
In this way SPS directs the 'earning of the student by presenting information that can be reasonably linked to what the student already knows.
In teaching feature recognition SPS tries to rearrange the knowledge that students already have about semantic relations and story problems and to encourage the students through instruction, example, and practice to form specific memory associations (links). We do not have to explain to students --even very young ones --what it means to change something. We do need to help them develop the skills to perceive when a story problem describes the Change relation. The full set of clues for a profile leads the student to a general description of the profile.
In addition to verbal clues, a simple diagram is used to represent each profile and its various parts.
We refer to the diagram as the profile icon because it serves the same function that an icon serves on computer screens. The icon is a visual representation intended to call to mind several different pieces of information. Merely seeing the icon on the screen serves to remind the student of the broader entity it represents. Similarly, many trademarks and logos function to remind the viewer of a broad set of information that is associated with them (e.g., the CBS "eye" or the Apple logo). These visual representations appear to be easily learned and retrieved. A growing body of research suggests that visual aids are very powerful learning tools (e.g., Larkin & Simon, 1988; Holmes, 1987) . We use them as such. It is intended that students associate the features of a profile with the appropriate diagram. The icons also serve a second function in constraint mapping as described below.
Evaluation
Feature recognition is assessed in two ways. One way is to determine whether or not the student can correctly identify a situation b) its generic name. The evaluation task presents the student with several story situations, one at a time. Below the story is a menu of the five profile names. The student's task is to select the single profile that is represented in the story. Thus, the task assesses both whether the student can identify the relevant features in the situation and also whether these features have been associated with the appropriate profile in the student's memory.
The student's responses on this task, as on all SPS tasks, are made with the mouse. The student selects the profile and buttons the menu choice. An illustration of the task is given in Figure I . A second method of evaluation assesses the student's ability to associate a situation with its visual icon (diagram). The student is presented with a problem and the five icons and is asked to select the one that represents the problem, No verbal labels are used in this exercise The task serves to assess whether the student associates individual icons with appropriate sets of features that identify the profiles An example is given in Figuie 2. 
Constraint Mapping
The goal of constraint mapping instruction is to develop systematic methods of testing whether or not hypothesized features are present. This component of schema knowledge maps the elements of the current problem to the known features of the selected profile. For instance, by using feature recognition knowledge the student might suspect that the piofile describing a problem is the Change profile. This information alone is insufficient for problem solving. The student needs to ascertain that enough of the features that characterize a Change profile are present in the current problem to allow solution. In the case that the feature recognition was incorrect, the student will also find that out when important elements of the problem do not map into the Change profile.
It is useful to think of the constraint-mapping knowledge in a schema as the means by which the student constructs a working mental model of the problem being solved. The student wads a problem, calls upon feature recognition knowledge to suggest the appropriate profile structure, and then builds the model of the problem by testing whether the necessary pieces are present. When the student is beginning instruction, SPS displays the diagrammatic representation of the profile and visually places various parts of the problem into the diagram. As students become more expert in solving problems, SPS anticipates that they will do the matching process mentally.
SPS focuses its instruction on linking parts of the story problem to the essential elements of each profile. To Must' ate the instruction, we present here a discussion of the Change profile Instruction for the remaining profiles is similar.
To develop the student's understanding of the Change profile, SFS presents a three-part figure designating beginning amount, amount of change, and resulting amount. Using a simple situation (with no unknowns) SPS leads the student through the diagram, placing the relevant numerical quantities inside the diagram and explaining why and how these quantities join together to form a Change 'elation.
Several examples of the how one maps a Change situation follow the explanation.
After a student has had the opportunity to practice mapping situations into the Change diagram (the task itself is described below in Evaluation) SPS introduces problems in which one of the parts of the figure has no corresponding numerical value given in the story. This instruction begins with a Dimple situation, mapped into the tnree parts of the figure. SPS asks the student to consider what the situation would look like if one of these three parts were unknown. The diagram changes on tne screen so that the unknown part contains a quIstion mark. The story problem is reworded to contain a question about the unknown. The diagram then changes again so that a different part contains the question mark The problem changes as well and the question is different. In this way SPS giver, explicit instruction about the question asked in the problem and the location of the unknown in the diagram. SPS takes the student through the allowable set of unknowns and corresponding questions for each piofile. The stiles of questions asked about a particular Change situation is illustrated in Figuie 3.
Previous studies with sixth-glade students, with the pilot-study students, and with university tieshmen indicate that there are two areas of confusion that instruction should address (c.f., Marshall 1987; this report, Appendix A). First, students tend to confuse Change and Group problems, especially when the arithmetic operation of addition is required. Second, students tend to confuse Restate with Compare, again in the presence of addition and subtraction. Consequently, SPS introduces the Change consti aims and diagram first, going through the complete instruction, and then does the same with the Group constraints and diagram. When both have been fully covered, a special exercise calls for the student to discriminate between the two profiles (by choosing the appropriate icon from a menu containing both of them) and to make the constraint mapping once the correct diagram is selected. SPS moves on to instruction about Compare and then separately to instruction about Restate As with Change and Group, 7 it when both Compare and Restate have been covered, the student is asked to demonstrate ability to discriminate between the two and then to map parts of the problem into the appropriate diagi am. A discussion of the Vary profile concludes the constraint-mapping instruction.
Evaluation
Evaluation is in two parts: constiaint mapping per se and the relation of constiaint mapping and feature recognition. SPS uses two types of tasks to evaluate students' constraint-mapping knowledge.
In the first SPS gives to student a set of five situations. Each of the situations is best described by a single profile. The task for the student is to match each of the five situations with the name of the appropriate profile. This task includes and extends feature lecopition knowledge because it requires the student to identify a generic profile for the a situation and also requires confirmation that the profile does not more accurately describe another situation. The student must consider each profile with each situation, deciding when the elements of a situation sufficiently match the structure of a profile. This task forces the student to compare the five profiles and the five situations with each other.
In the second evaluation task used to assess constraint-mapping knowledge, SPS asks the student to tr. constraint-mapping knowledge to position the relevant 'arts of a story into a given diagram. The situation (or problem) and the correct blank diagram are presented simultaneously. The student roves the mouse cursor to the part of the situation that he or she intends to place in the diagram. When the student clicks the left mouse button, the student's selected text is printed inversely ov the screen (i.e., light on dark instead of dark on light). A dotted rectangle having the same size arid shape as the selected text appears on the screen, connected to the cursor. Now moving the cursor will move the rectangle.
The student moves the cursor and the attached rectangle, this time to the place in the diagram in which the text is to be positioned. Another click of the mouse button drops the text into the diagram.' SPS simplifies these tasks for the student as much as possible In the constraint-mapping task it does not force the student to move parts of the story word by word. That would be tedious and unnecessary. In most instances the student needed an entire phrase (e.g., for the relation "twice as much as") rather than a single word or number. Consequently, when the situations and problems %vele initially entered into SPS, certain phrases were identified as chunks. Some of these chunks are ileccbsaly parts of the problem solution (e.g., the number and its identifier, as in 25 cookies). Others weie not necessary but typically appear together (e.g., names such as Mr. Harris). Because a student could select any part of a problem, we chunked all reasonable elements in a problem, whether or not they were requited for solution. When the student buttons in any part of a chunk, the entire set of words and numbers that make up the chunk are changed to inverted print. The individual elements cannot he moved by themselves.
During this task the student has considerable flexibility. If the student desires to modify a previous response, it can be done simply by buttoning on the selected text, moving the cursor (and attached rectangle) out of the diagram, and buttoning again The student then returns to the problem, selects another part, and drags it into position. Like all exercises in SPS, this one is under student Conti of SPS will not continue with problem presentation or with additional instruction until cued. For the mapping exercises, the student indicates that the diagram is filled and ready for SPS to check by selecting "OKAY" from a control menu printed at the bottom of the screen. At that point SPS evaluates the response and gives (cutback. If the student has made correct selections, the feedback is positive and SPS asks the student to indicate readiness for another exercise. If the student has erred, SPS informs the student of a mistake and gives the student a second change to map. If the student is incorrect a second time, SPS displays both the student's choices and the correct responses. Again, the student indicates when to continue by making a selection from the control menu. As you con see. the mum of the situation and the pi ebion ale the tome The only diffeince is that the pr .Mon doesn't tell you whet **END AMOUNT is fillet's why we used the question met). Out n does elk yew to hymen out. using the other NM common given m the problem. 
Constraint Mapping
Good I ou awl them NI correctly Move the arrow to GO ON and dick the TOM butter. when you're reedy to ye on During a Monopoly game John had 3 houses and 2 hotels John had 5 buildings on the board I lexele
I Mem
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The task which assesses the link between feature recognition and constraint mapping elicits two responses from the student, a discrimination among types of profiles and a mapping from the ploblPm to the profile. In the task students are presented with a mixed set of problems and situations. Eag:h problem or situation is displayed with a menu of icons. The student's first response is to select the appropriate icon (a feature-recognition test).
If the student makes the correct choice, SPS gives appropriate feedback and replaces the icon menu with the profile diagram which is an enlarged version of the selected icon. The student's second response is to map the problem into the diagram (a constraint-mapping evaluation). If the initial selection from the icon mc.au is incorrect, SPS provides feedback about the choice and then displays the correct enlarged diagram.
SPS has three versions of this task. One of the versions follows instruction about Change and Group, and offers a choice only of these two profiles. A second, similar version follows instruction about Compare and Restate and allows choice of these two. The third version follows instruction and practice with the Vary profile. In the last one they choose from all five profiles. Figure 4 illustrates one of the two-choice evaluation items.
Planning! Goal-Setting Instruction
Planning is quite simple in problems involving only one profile (i.e., one-step problems). SPS does not teach planning at this level. It deals with planning in problems involving two or more profiles (i.e., multi-step problems). To solve a multi-step problem the student must recognize the different profiles in the story and order them in such a way that the correct solution can be obtained. This entails recognizing the overall profile of the situation and determining how the subsequent profile or profiles are subordinated to it.
SPS's instruction on planning has three pans. Part one is recognizing which profiles are primary and which are secondary. Part two teaches mapping what is known about the problem into the overturn or primary profile. Part thret develops links between components of two or more profiles. All three emphases are important in developing a plan. Ideally, a student should ask himself or herself a sequence of questions about them such as the following: Then take the next goal (Change) and solve for it.
In teaching students to recognize primary and secondary profiles SPS stresses 'he difference between top-down and bottom-up problem solving. It advocates a top-down strategy for planning and a bottomup strategy for carrying out computations. The relationship between these two strategies is made explicit through one of SPS's extended examples.; The example centers on going to medical school. SPS develops a plan that outlines the requirements for getting accepted, such as having a satisfactory GPA, having letters of recommendation, and so an. The plan is developed graphically on the screen, with the goal (going to mediatl school) positioned at the top center and with subgoals branching below it. These subgoals are themselves developed further by outlining whtti each entails (such as scoring well on tests, going to class, etc. for having a satisfactory GPA). When complete, the full plan has the goal at the top, and it extends downward theougn subgoals to their constituent parts at the bottom.
SPS then discusses how th-goal might be achieved and points out the need to carry out all the steps at the bottom 0, the plan in order to move up to the next level of subgoals. The plan development has arrows flowing from the metall goal down to the subgoals. The plan execution reverses the arrows: They begin at the lowest part of the figure and point up to the next subgoal.
SPS draws an analogy between the medical school scenario and a multi-step problem, showing the student that the identity of the primary profile dictates the overall goal. At each step in solving a problem the student should evaluate whether the overall goal has been reached or whether the pursuit of a subgoal is needed. Subgoals correspond to secondary profiles embedded in the problem. Thus, SPS encourages the student to develop a system for representing the story problem abstractly in terms of its constituent profiles and to use that representation as a plan for problem solving.
Further SPS instruction on planning centers on knowledge about semantic profiles. SPS frequently refers to the icons of feature recognition and the diagrams introduced in constraint mapping. For simple one-step problems, all but one of the parts of a profile diagram can be filled directly with information given in the problem The single unknown corresponds to the question posed in the problem. Multi-step problems have more than one unknown in the overall profile. One of these corresponds to the question posed in the problem, just as it does in a one-step problem. The unknown associated with the stated question represents the primary goal, and the overall profile is the primary profile. The other unknown quantities, while not answering the primary que%cion, must nevertheless be found before the problem can be solved. SPS calls these secondary problems. ' .ch ,econdary problem is solved by recognizing the s4mantic profile and using information from the as.snc...0, i tnitema. These associated profiles are called secondary profiles.
SPS uses only two-step problems gr *i-t tiucon. and, consequently, it focuses on a primary profile and a single secondary one.
As part of its instruction ':'.! TN:. simple one-step problems into their respective profile diagrams by placing the numerical quanti.'..s t . 1 the parts of the diagrams. The mapping at the multi-step level is more complex. To help student: understand what is known or already given in a problem, SPS makes an abstract mapping into ;he overall profile diagram. It uses the terms Given for information that is explicitly stated in the problem, Partial Answer for information that can be derived immediately from the Given information, and Final Answer for the value of the primary unknown. Final Answer will require having the solution for Partial Answer. This language promotes the maintenance of an abstract mental model of the entire problem. The advantage of the abstract model is that it is easier to maintain in short-term memory when the student begins solving the problem. As the student attempts to solve the You can see that by solving the RESTATE situation, you gat the information needed to solve the main CHANGE situation.
Since the answer to the RESTATE situation helps r-ra find the answer to the main CHANGE situation. we cad this the partial answer.
We cell the answer to the CHANGE situation the final answer, since it is the answer to the problem.
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(The problem as presented to the student.) problem, of course, he or she will need specific information about the parts of the model and mor.._ detailed mapping. The abstract model is then developed more completely profile by profile.
An important feature of SPS's instruction is the explanation of how two or more profiles fit together within a single problem. This is done abstractly, as described above, using the terms Given, Partial Answer, and Final Answer. It is also done more concretely by focusing on the profiles, their constituent parts, and the way these parts are related. SPS takes the student through the planning and linking of profiles for several examples. With each example SPS points out the overall profile and displays the appropriate diagram. Two parts of the diagram contain question marks, indicating that they are both unknown.
One of the unknown parts can be found by looking at a second piofifr hat is also present in the problem. SPS displays a second diagram, linking it to the first (see Figure S . SPS emphasizes that the solution found with the second diagram will have a place in the first. Thus, the two profiles are linked through specific components of the diagrams. One strength of using icons to represent the semantic profiles is that they can be easily and clearly linked to each other. These connections are important in solving multi-step problems. Students need to visualize how the profiles can be joined together to form a complex problem. With the icons SPS can show them directly.
Evaluation
Two of the instructional goals described above are evaluated directly in the current implementation of SPS. A third form of evaluation is under development and will be incorporated into the system this year. The two that are now in use evaluate whether the student is able to recognize the primary profile in a multi-step problem and whether the student is able to complete an abstract model of a problem. The third task involves linking the icons and is described at the end of this document under System Fxtensions.
Students identify main and secondary profiles in several exercises. The first of these exercises involves reading a multi-step problem and selecting one of two choices for the main situation. As with the constraint mapping instruction, SPS develops the concept first with only two of the profiles (Change and Group) and allows the student to master them. Two others are then studied (Compare and Restate) with accompanying exercises. After the full set of profiles has been reviewed, SPS presents a series of problems involving a random mixture of all five.
After the student has become proficient in finding the primary profile, SPS assigns tasks involving the identification of both the main and the secondary situations. In this case the student gives two responses by making a choice from a menu of primary situations and a choice from a menu of secondary situations. Figure 6 illustrates this exercise.
SPS also evaluates the student's ability to map multi-step problems abstractly. Rather than having students move text from the problem into the appropriate diagram, SPS asks the student to locate the words Given, Partial Answer, and Final Answer within it. As before, the student is given the opportunity to change a response if it is incorrect. After two failing attempts to make the abstract map, SPS shows the student the correct mapping, as shown in Figure 7 .
Implementation Instruction
The last segment of SPS instruction addresses the selection of an appropriate arithmetic operation for solving a story problem. This is the first time arithmetic computation is mentioned. At this point SPS cautions that relying only on key words such as "have left" or "altogether" in choosing an appropriate arithmetic operation often results in errors. It stresses instead that choke of operation is dependent upon profile identification and upon awareness of which part of the profile model is missing. This is an important aspect of schema-based instruction: The use of key words ana set equations is not a satisfactory method for solving problems. Unfortunately, it is sufficient for many 16 R simple one-step problems, and a large number of students apparently have devit:oped key -word strategies (c.f., Mai shall, 1982; Sowder, 1987 .1bn added 20 more baseball car& to his collection. He then had 68 cards altogether. How many cards did he have to begin with?
SPS explains that, although this situation clearly reflects the addition of the new cards to the existing ones, the arithmetic operation needed to solve the problem as stated is not addition. SPS points out that in this case the initial amount is unknown. To find it the student needs to subtract the amount of change from the total rather than add the two. In this problem SPS encourages the student to identify the profile (Change), to use constraint knowledge and feature recognition knowledge to develop the appropriate diagram (either mentally or on paper), and tQ determine where the unknown occurs within the profile. Students using SPS already have strong knowledge of arithmetic operations --including algorithms, usages, and requirements. SPS augments the student's operational knowledge and helps create schemas that incorporate the existing knowledge with new knowledge about semantic profiles.
SPS implementation instruction consists of a brief review of the important parts of each profile, examples of profile-specific problems with each part missing, and the appropriate operation to be used in each example. Diagrams are used to show the student how to determine which part is missing and how to consider which operation to vse in finding it. This section of instruction refers directly to the recognition, constraint mapping, and ph nning components of SPS and links them with the implementation component.
Evaluation
An exercise follows the computation discussion about each profile. In each exercise SPS presents a problem and asks the student to select an arithmetic expression that will solve it. The arithmetic expression does not require the student to make a computation. The expression has the form "Subtract 250 from 375" or "add 5 and 8". Following instruction and exercises for each profile is a task in which problems representing all five profiles are randomly presented. Figure 8 shows this task.
The Synthesis
Two assessments are made at the end of instruction, an on-line test and a traditional paper-andpencil evaluation. The on-line task requires the student to recognize, diagram, and plan a solution strategy for problems which contain various combinations of the five profiles. This exercise tests whether all of the knowledge is successfully linked together. It also gives students practice in using the components simultaneously. The student makes two responses in this task. The first response is the choice of the appropriate icon (feature recognition). The second response is to indicate the unknown in the selected icon. Knowledge of constraint mapping and planning are required here but are not specifically and separately cued. The student must make the mental mapping (either specific or abstract) to locate the overall unknown of the problem.
The paper-and-pencil evaluation consists of a set of multi-step problems. For the first time students are asked to solve the problems, carrying out the operations and answering the questions posed in the problems. They are also asked to indicate which of the profiles are present in each problem.
The two forms of evaluation provide data about which parts of the schemes are well learned. In aggregation these data provide information about the efficacy of the system and give clues about where instruction might be expanded, compressed, or otherwise improved. Each work station is equipped with a Xerox 6085 series keyboald, floppy drive, 19-inch display, and a three-button optical mouse.
The InstnictionailExperimental Setting, In field tests and in experimental laboratory studies students worked independently. Typically, four students were present at the same time, each interacting with SPS at a stand-alone work station. Students participated in 5-8 instructional sessions, with most sessions lasting 45-60 minutes.
Student Responses. Students interact with SPS by means of the optical mouse. A special tutorial instructs them in the use of the mouse prior to the onset of SPS instruction about the profiles. Students move into the SPS instruction only when they have mastered use of the mouse. The mouse tutorial shows the students how to move the cursor on the screen by moving the mouse, and it gives students practice in making menu selections and in moving items around on the screen. At the end of the tutorial students complete a short exercise using the skills they had just learned. When students appear to have trouble manipulating objects on the screen, the system provides them with more practice.
In SPS students respond to items in one of two ways. The first way allows students to make a menu selection. Typically the menu contains two to five items, and the student need only move the cursor to the item selected in the menu and press the left or middle mouse button. See Figures 1, 4b, and 6 as examples.
The second response mode involves repositioning items on the screen. For this response the student aligns the cursor and the item to be moved (usually text) and presses the left button. The selected item changes to inverse print on the screen and a dotted box having the shape and size of the selected item appears. When the cursor is moved, the dotted box moves with it. The student positions the dotted box in the desired new location and again presses the mouse button. The inverted region returns to normal, the dotted box disappears, the selected item is copied onto the new location. Figures 2, 4b , and 7 illustrate this response type.
Screen Design of Instruction. SPS presents much of its instruction through a central 6 1/2" x 9" window on the 11" x 15" screen. Attached to the window is a menu with the options "Next Page" and "Last Page", allowing students to proceed at their own pace, moving to the next page or returning to previously displayed instruction if desired. Other windows, up to three at once, appear at various times during instruction. These windows are of differing sizes and locations. They allow simultaneous presentation of an example problem, a inscription of its structure, and a graphical illustration. Control of the display passes from window to window. Some of them remain on the screen as others change or vanish.
Exercise Design. Exercises drill the particular features of problem solving covered by SPS instruction.
Many of these concepts are intermediate problem-solving steps that may be rarely observed in ordinary instruction. SPS contains thirty different exercises. The individual student may encounter all of them or a subset, depending upon the time limitations for instruction. Typically, whenever a new concept is introduced through instruction, it is followed oy a simple exercise that further demonstrates the concept and allows the student to use it directly.
The exercises are designed to allow explicit evaluation of the four components of schema knowledge as described above. Some of them have only a single response from one menu, some contain multiple menus and hence multiple responses, and still others necessitate making selections and moving elements around on the screen. When the response is a menu selection, SPS evaluates the student's response and makes appropriate feedback (as described below).
The student has only one opportunity to respond to an item and SPS evaluates that response as soon as the menu selection is made.
Evaluation is delayed in tasks requiring the student to move items. This design is most often used in the diagramming exercises. Such tasks generally have several items to be moved.
SPS gives
19 the student several opportunities to respond and delays evaluation of the response until the student signals completion by buttoning in a control menu window. SPS assesses the accuracy of each item that has been positioned in a diagram and allows the student a second attempt if any of the items is incorrectly located. The student first buttons on the "FIX" option in the control menu window, clearing the screen of the previous response. The student then repositions the items as desired. On'e the student is satisfied with the new response, he or she buttons on the "OKAY" option. SPS evalu....!s the response and gives feedback. To continue the student buttons on "GO ON" in the control menu win Jow.
Item Banks. SPS requires three item banks: situations, one-step problems, and multi-step problems.
Each bank contains a large number of items, and each item has a set of properties associated with it. SPS uses these properties to assess correct responses to the various exercises and to provide .-.:.!"vant feedback to students. Each item may be used in a variety of exercises, and there is no single correct answer associated with each one. Depending upon the exercise, the appropriate answer might be the identification of the underlying profile(s), the correct mapping of the specific elements of the item, an abstract mapping, or an arithmetic expression.
SPS uses problems and situations that were created for it and that conform to the following criteria: Traditional key words and phrases are avoided whenever possible. themes and story lines are appropriate for young adults.
Items are worded for clear mapping into the profile diagrams, and numbers used in the problems are simple.
feedback, SPS provides feedback to students who answer an exercise question incorrectly. The nature of the feedback depends upon the particular exercise. In the feature recognition tasks, SPS's response to the student depends upon how the student is doing in the particular exercise. If the student makes two errors in identifying a particular profile, SPS gives supplemental review about that profile. If the student has erred on three consecutive items, SPS provides a general review of all profiles. If the student is generally doing well but makes an occasional error, SPS gives a short message indicating why the student's answer is incorrect.
Feedback on the mapping tasks is brief. When a student first errs on an item, SPS indicates that the response is incorrect and asks the student to try again. After a second error on the item, SPS simply shows the student the correct mapping. The student's own attempt remains on the screen together with the correct response so that the student can see how his or her answer differs from the correct assignment.
The planning exercises demand a different type of feedback. When the student selects an incorrect primary or secondary profile, SPS gives problem-specific feedback, indicating why the student's selection is in error and identifying specific characteristics of the problem to which the student should attend.
The implementation exercises also incorporate problem-specific feedback.
Each instructional session ends with a task for which no feedback is given. Sessions are typically SO minutes in duration (similar to a class period in high school or university). SPS monitors the time and ends the instructional session at an appropriate juncture, usually at the conclusion of a set of instruction and related exercises. Before the student leaves the work station, he or she is asked to respond to an end-of-session task which functions as a daily quiz. In early sessions, the task involves matching the five profile names to five story situations. In later sessions, the student identifies the location of the unknown in the problem. On both of these tasks, the student makes his or her responses to a small number of items and then exits the program.
Record Keeping, SPS keeps a continuous log of each student's activity. It records the date, the time required for each exercise, the specific problems used in the exercise, the student's responses to each problem, and SPS's rejoinder. During each exercise SPS refers to the log and to the student's current responses to develop a model of how the student is performing. At various points in the exercises, SPS will stop the student and will provide additional instruction if the student appeals to need it. This supplement may take the form of a quick review or may be an extensive remediation. 20 s System Implementation SPS has been used in a four-week remedial course for community college students em oiled in basic mathematics or beginning algebra courses. The course met twice A week for a total of eight class sessions. Approximately twenty-five students completed the program of instruction This course served as a field test and led to several important system modifications.
SPS has also been the basis of laboratory experiments in which college freshmen participated.
These students attended five sessions and were individually interviewed following each session. Some of them also participated in a follow-up study two to three months after the original study. Data from these implementations are currently being analyzed and will be reported in a separate report. Initial indications are that students can easily learn the semantic profiles, they can cart), out the constraint mapping and planning tasks, and they find the icons useful.
System Extensions
Once the students have developed semantic schemas for story problems it is desirable to have an environment in which they can instantiate them and in which SPS can monitor the usage of them. To this end we have developed a problem environment (PE) in which the student has the capability of selecting icons to represent parts of a multi-step problem and of manipulating them to model the problem.4 Figure 9 illustrates the environment.
The problem environment is student-controlled. The student can select which icons to use, can link and unlink them, can enlarge and map the various parts of them, and can ask for confirmation or help from SPS at any point. SPS will not direct the order in which any of the problem-solving steps are carried out by the student. SPS provides advice when asked and will test for the student whether a representation leads to a successful solution of the problem. In preparation of the current smelter of school, San bought he. books and some school supphes She bought a mathematsu teat for $33, an Engksh testiest Sit three notebooks with each notebook coring 11 75, and how pens that were en eels at two pens tor $ 7S How much did she spend on these items ? 
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APPENDIX A
Prior to the development of SPS we carried out experiments to evaluate specific design features for SPS. Described here is one experimental study of the effects of sequential versus all-at-once presentation of the situations.
The Experimental Question: The issue is whether students will he more successful in learning when each situation is described individually and in detail, one at a time, or whether students will be more successful in learning when all five situations are introduced broadly and then described in relation to each other. The former should cause greater depth of feature recognition information but perhaps be weL,ker in constraint (and discrimination) knowledge. The latter should build a knowledge base that allows easy discrimination among the situations but may lust adequate feature knowledge.
Procedure, 126 San Diego State University students participated in the study. Half of them received Sequential Instruction (with each type of situation developed fully before the presentation of another one) and the remaining half received Parallel Instruction (with all types presented at once and discussed together).
Each student worked through a paper-and-pencil exercise booklet.
At the conclusion of the experiment, the students were asked to sort 20 problems according to the situations they had just studied. The sorting task was used to evaluate the students' understanding and recognition of the five situations.
Results: Cluster analyses of the sorting task are given in Figures A.1 and A. 2. All students learned something about the situations, and they were able to sort more than half of the problems correctly. The students in the Parallel group performed better on this task. They were more successful in forming appropriate clusters of the problems, and their clusters were more tightly linked (as can be seen by the shape of the clusters in the figures). Moreover, the Sequential Group had difficulty in distinguishing between Compare and Restate. The largest cluster formed by this group contained problems of both types.
Both groups had difficulty in distinguishing between certain Change and Group items. There was also some confusion in both groups among some of the Restate and Compare items, although this was much more prominent in the Sequential Group. 
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